
Policing Solutions

The communities that Police Forces serve are 
increasingly diverse and complex, necessitating 
a more sophisticated response to the challenges 
the authorities face now and in the future. 
Whether its exploitation, domestic abuse, 
cybercrime or new threats from serious and 
organised crime like human trafficking or 
terrorism, Police Forces must acknowledge 
that if they are to meet their communities’ 
needs, they must continue to adapt to the 
modern policing environment.

We see the effective 
implementation of new 
technologies as critical to 
policing in the 21st century. 
That Six Degrees could focus 
on our organisational needs 
and apply suitable solutions 
was key to the success 
of the project”

Deliver a seamless citizen 
experience

“

What is your Police Force’s approach to making transformational change across the entire scope of your operations? How will you 
harness the power of digital, data and technology to better protect the communities you serve? How will you maintain a clear vision 
that keeps your improving policing for your community at its heart?

Deliver seamless, digitally enabled experiences. Give your community 
more choice in how they engage with you, using the channels, media or 
devices most relevant to them.

- Head of IT, Territorial Police Force

• Align services to UK Police Forces’ operational and compliance   
requirements, enabling you to deliver frictionless digital interactions that 
enable your community to interact with you and share knowledge easily 
through smartphones and web-based portals.

• Strengthen relationships with your community by delivering seamless, 
ubiquitous and frustration-free ways to interact with your Force,   
whether through mobile devices, social media or on phone calls.

• Harness shared data and connected devices ethically and securely,  
enabling you to share data across county lines with other forces and  
with government agencies, helping you tackle crime that takes place  
on a national scale.

• Achieve high quality, ever-present access to technology in order to  
maximise your digital transformation investment, giving your officers  
and support staff access to the digital tools they need to remain effective 
whilst in the field.
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Address harm
Harness the power of digital technologies to analyse behaviours, identify 
the risk of harm and protect the vulnerable in the physical and digital 
world. Deliver earlier, more precise and highly targeted proactive policing.

• Harness the data you have to uncover and highlight insights and trends 
that complement human judgement, giving your officers access to timely, 
relevant information and enabling you to predict and prevent crimes before 
they take place with increased presence in challenging locations.

• Use the most appropriate tools to identify criminal activity and achieve 
real-time mobile field tasking, giving your officers the situational awareness 
they need to enforce the law quickly and safely and keep your community 
safe from harm.

• Design and deliver digitally-enabled regional and national Forces that 
collaborate across boundaries, enabling you to connect with other Police 
Forces in a seamless manner that enhances your ability to tackle  
large-scale crime that is committed across county lines.
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Embed a whole public system 
approach

Empower the private sector

Enable officers and staff 
through digital

Foster a philosophy of openness and deepen your collaboration with 
public sector partners to jointly design and tackle complex public safety 
issues – sharing data insights and making use of digital tools to work 
more effectively across the public safety system.

Strengthen your relationships with the private sector to empower 
it to appropriately share in public safety responsibilities. Explore new 
ways to safely empower those with an active desire to help.

Invest in your people, from leadership through to frontline mobility, 
to ensure they are equipped with the right knowledge, skills and 
tools to deal with increasingly complex crimes.

• Transform your community’s experience through smarter, faster technology 
solutions that enable your officers and support functions to be at their very 
best, wherever they are, with smartphone and application functionality that 
works the way people do in their day-to-day lives.

• Share data seamlessly and securely to deepen your collaboration with  
public sector agencies to unlock effectiveness, helping you ensure 
improved investigative outcomes when dealing with complex and  
often large-scale organised crime.

• Improve community experience by consolidating case management 
systems and uniting your support functions with operational officers and 
citizens, ensuring officers are able to support your community quickly, 
efficiently and safely when called into action.

• Ensure your officers are active and effective by giving them access to the 
latest, most appropriate equipment and applications, including tablets and 
wearables that make it easier for them to carry out their duties.

• Roll-out new capabilities rapidly with the ability to purchase services 
quickly and through a commercial flexible model, ensuring your officers 
and supporting staff have access to the best tools to carry out their duties 
effectively.

• Support the private sector’s role in digitally-enabled community safety and 
foster a vibrant PoliceTech landscape, driving innovation and ensuring UK 
policing is proactive in tackling the growing crime landscape.

• Plan the most effective digital transformation journey for your Police Force 
by leveraging our extensive capabilities and public sector pedigree, enabling 
you to carry out targeted activities that improve the quality of service you 
deliver to your community.

• Improve officers’ collaboration with support functions and provide them 
with the digital tools they need to complete case work in the field,  
streamlining evidential collection and ensuring that when they are on  
duty the technology they use is always a help, not a hindrance.

• Enable your officers to remain safe, productive and situationally aware, with 
the latest tablets and wearable technology allowing them to make better 
tactical decisions and reduce administrative tasks often performed back at 
the station whilst staying safe and acting with transparency.
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Clients

Accreditations

Frameworks and Memberships

Six Degrees works as a collaborative technology partner to Police Forces making a digital transition. Our teams understand 
the requirements of Police Forces, and we are dedicated to enabling them to better protect the communities they serve.
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